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How can insight from past cultures of the Sonoran 
Desert inform and direct conservation and 
sustainability for the future of the desert?
STATEMENT OF INTENT
TYPOLOGY
A combination of hospitality, a museum, and 
revitalized natural landscape
CLAIM
By relating to psychological and practical premises 
from past cultures of the Sonoran Desert it is 
possible to learn how to create and practice    















“For in the end
we will conserve only what
we love
we will love only what
we understand
we will understand only what
we are taught.”







Paths follow  previously established use patterns
Solar Panels
(4) 4600 gallon tanks in building to collect, clean 
and redistribute water throughout the building
(total storage capabilities: 18400 gallons)
Garden with edible indigenous plants used in the 
cafe
Pervious paving using recycled concrete pavers
Building Features:
Structural Rammed Earth Walls
Mesquite Wood 
Dura-Frame Windows and Doors
Steel fabricated in Arizona
Glulams from Arizona
Portland Cement Plaster
Planted Roof on Museum
Shade structure over Cafe roof
Mechanically and Manually operated louver 
system to allow or deny sunlight based on time 
of day and time of year
  













Hot Fluid Applied Rubberized
Asphalt w/ Protection Course and
Drainage Panel
Rigid Insulation















“At the gate of the garden some stand and 
look within, but do not care to enter. Others 
step inside, behold its beauty, but do not 
penetrate far. Still others encircle the garden
inhaling the fragrances of the flowers, and 
having enjoyed their full beauty pass out the
gate. 
But there are always some who enter and 
becoming intoxicated with the splendor of 
what they behold remain for life to tend to 
the garden.”   











































































19. Digital Learning Experience
20. Laboratory
21. Laboratory Mechanical




26. Large Conference Room
27. Corridor
Roof Plan














Learning Conservation Through Self Revelation
Thank you
PROFESSOR MARK BARNHOUSE
